
Year 2 Home Learning Week Beginning 15/6/2020 

English / History 

1. Grammar: using commas in a list. 

A comma is used to separate words in a list.  The last word in the list is separated with the word 

‘and’. 

2. Spellings: suffix rule – doubling a consonant. 

When adding a suffix to a root word where the word ends with a short vowel followed by a 

consonant (rob) you have to double the consonant before you add the suffix (robbing) – this 

stops confusion particularly when you add a suffix to a word with a split e (hope = hoping / hop = 

hopping). 

3. Reading comprehension:  

Grizzy girl – download the file and decide on which is the right level (1, 2, or 3 stars). Read the 

text and then answer the questions using the text to support you. 

4. History: using the now / then sheet, draw a picture of your experience and picture of Grace’s 

experience.  Use the website http://www.gracedarling.co.uk/ for pictures and letters 

and other interesting information.  

 

5. Writing: write some interesting sentences to explain how your life is different to the life of Grace 

Darling.  Use the history work to support you.  Include some interesting adjectives and include 

commas to separate any lists of words.   

Eg: I wear lose fitting, colourful clothes so that I can run around easily.  Grace Darling wore long, 

full dresses that had a tight fitting top which must have made rowing the boat difficult. 

6. Writing: write an adventure story about Grizzly Girl. Include noun phrases and adverbs and 

words with the suffix endings you have been practising. 

 

Maths: Finding the difference (subtraction: written method using number line and partitioning to 

count on and involving money).  Please watch the videos on youtube to show you how to work these 

out. 

Art: Look at one of the portraits of Grace Darling.  Use it to draw your own sketch of her rescue. 

Please email your teacher any learning you have done: 

elewis@st-ives-inf.cornwall.sch.uk 

hthomas@st-ives-inf.cornwall.sch.uk 

http://www.gracedarling.co.uk/
mailto:elewis@st-ives-inf.cornwall.sch.uk
mailto:hthomas@st-ives-inf.cornwall.sch.uk

